[Trial for power spectrum analysis in various injection timing for contrast medium].
Frequency analysis is a method of measuring the spatial frequency component in images. We attempted to analyze and assess frequency analyses of images of various contrast medium injection timings using a normalized integral power spectrum. In magnetic resonance imaging, the k-space order was linear and sequential. During the twenty-second scanning time, we injected contrast medium at 3 ml/s and varied the duration of the injection from zero to four seconds, four to eight seconds, eight to twelve seconds, twelve to sixteen seconds, and sixteen to twenty seconds. We then analyzed the images. The rates of change and area values were calculated, and a dendrogram of area value by cluster analysis was made. The element of high frequency area's power values rose when the contrast medium was in the high-frequency area, and the element of low frequency area's power values rose when the contrast medium was in the low-frequency area. These data lines crossed at 0.092-0.115 cycles/mm. Five time durations were identified: these were a function of rate of change and area value. Frequency analysis of injection timing for contrast medium using the normalized integral power spectrum can thus be applied; this method can thus be employed as a method of examining injection timing for contrast medium and choosing a k-space order of optimization.